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Quiet is the new loud: acoustex trade fair focuses on Silent 
Living & Working and Silent City 

 

acoustex, the trade fair for acoustic solutions, to be held for the third time, this year on 

9 and 10 June. The spotlight in Dortmund will be on a varied line-up of exhibitors and 

concentrated acoustics expertise. Expert specialist talks are among the highlights of the 

acoustex supporting programme, which will offer trade visitors in-depth insights into new 

topics and trends in the industry. Also new this time: The Silent Living & Working and Silent 

City themed areas will see acoustex picking up on ideas put forward by the industry. 

 

Dortmund (ru) – This summer will see acoustex take on a whole new look 

when it is held for the third time. Dortmund Exhibition Centre has used the 

intervening period to evolve acoustex for this year (9 & 10 June), giving it 

new, modern flair in 2021. The event will feature a wealth of subject-matter 

dialogue and a focused line-up of exhibitors addressing the topics of acoustic 

solutions and noise reduction: “With its new two-year cycle, acoustex is 

following the innovation cycle of the sector and, by so doing, is responding to 

the wishes of the industry,” said Sabine Loos, Managing Director of 

Westfalenhallen Unternehmensgruppe GmbH.  

 

The focal points of the fair have been realigned to cover the needs and 

requirements of the industry. This will give exhibitors the opportunity to 

present their products to even better effect. For trade visitors, becoming 

familiar with products and trying them out at the fair are becoming even more 

important. A core element of the fair remains the exclusive supporting 

programme of accompanying talks and seminars. This will bring together 

trade visitors from fields such as architecture, technical, urban and traffic 

route planning, construction physics, product development and indoor 

furnishing along with experts from business and academia.  

 

Two themed areas – a new framework for acoustex 

The Silent Living & Working themed area will highlight building and indoor 

acoustics applications in the industrial, office and residential segments. The 

second themed area will be Silent City. Exhibitors and subject-matter experts 

will offer acoustics specialists and decision-makers solutions and information 

to help further reduce environmental noise in cities and along traffic routes. 

“As the only trade fair of its kind in the German-speaking world, acoustex 
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brings together the whole panoply of acoustic solutions as well as highlighting 

current developments and propositions all in a single location,” added Sabine 

Loos. As in previous years, acoustex aims to pull together a unique mix of 

exhibitor offerings, user reports and scientific findings on current acoustic 

solutions and modern noise reduction in one trade fair. 

 

acoustex will take place on 9 and 10 June 2021. For further information please 

see the trade fair website (www.acoustex.de). The acoustex channels on 

Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram and Xing will offer regular updates. 
 

 

Exhibition essentials at a glance 

Dates:  

9 and 10 June 2021 

 

Event organiser:  

Messe Dortmund GmbH  

 

Profile of the fair:  

The two-day acoustex fair sees itself as the leading communication and 

trade platform providing broad market and product overviews for both 

established and forward-looking technologies, materials and items for 

reducing acoustic emissions and for creating sound emission designs for 

a wide range of everyday applications. The fair will be accompanied by a 

practice-oriented conference and supporting programme in which leading 

specialists from research and industry will report on the latest trends, 

innovative solutions and current challenges in the broad and multi-faceted 

field of noise control and sound design. 
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